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The fields of environmental and sustainability law, despite strong historical roots and antecedents, are by no means fully elaborated and mature fields of scholarship and professional practice. It is possible, nonetheless, to identify landmarks or milestones in their development and to reflect upon the significance of what has been put in place. The 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, commonly referred to as the Earth Summit, and the adoption of Agenda 21 and the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development clearly represent one such landmark.

It is appropriate, particularly in the field of environmental law, both to commemorate past achievements as well as to take a realistic view of their shortcomings. In recognising achievements, we are able to celebrate and express appreciation for the very significant accomplishments of an earlier generation of researchers, advocates, negotiators and practitioners. The success of their efforts to safeguard the environment gives us hope, an outlook that is not always in good supply. On the other hand, the process of assessment necessarily invites reflection on the shortcomings and limitations of our current situation and encourages a salutary reminder that much remains to be done to secure the foundations of environmental protection and sustainability on a global, national and local basis.

The fifteenth anniversary in 2007 of the Rio conference provided a sufficient temporal perspective to attempt the undertaking of an assessment of progress in environmental law in the realm of sustainability. The Brazilian organisers of the Fifth Annual Colloquium of the IUCN Academy of Environmental Law thus invited participants from the Academy’s member institutions as well as the broader global university community to convene in Rio de Janeiro and in the heritage town of Parati for presentations and debates under the general theme ‘Rio + 15: A Legal Critique of Ecologically Sustainable Development’. This book contains selected papers from that
significant colloquium, and forms part of the continuing series of IUCN Academy of Environmental Law colloquium proceedings. Each of the contributions has been updated by their authors where necessary to take account of subsequent developments. We have chosen to name the book *Environmental Law and Sustainability after Rio*, to urge the more expansive notion of ‘sustainability’ that has become prevalent after the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development, encompassing the three pillars of environmental, economic and social development, as well as Goal 7 of the United Nations Millennium Development Goals, which is directed to ensuring environmental sustainability.

While a great deal has been achieved in the field of environmental law since the 1990s, the extraordinary environmental crises facing humanity in the 21st century indicate a continuing urgent need for the generation of robust policies and frameworks concerning ecological, social/cultural and economic sustainability. This book identifies a variety of ways in which such sustainability can be progressed and implemented at global, national and local levels through appropriately innovative legal mechanisms.

The volume is divided into five sub-themes. In the first part, the history, principles and concepts associated with sustainability are canvassed. Nicholas Robinson of Pace University School of Law, who presented the colloquium’s distinguished lectures, is one of the pioneers of environmental law in the United States and globally. He dedicates his colloquium contribution to Professor Oleg Stepanovich Kolbasov of Russia (1927–2000). In doing so, he celebrates their joint contributions to the development of environmental law over many difficult years of the Cold War, and emphasises how international collaboration in passionate and applied scholarship contributes to the vitality of the discipline. Professor Robinson’s broad-ranging historical analysis and contemporary diagnosis concludes that ‘the realization of environmental norms is found in the context of compliance procedures and decisions, as well as the recognition that a community’s environmental rights are as important as an individual’s human rights’, and that ‘environmental law can induce or force design of new technologies, and can save us from our proclivity to excess’. His inspired essay emphasises the important responsibility that environmental lawyers have to build a more robust and resilient environmental law.

Charles Okidi’s review of capacity building in environmental law in African universities traces the evolution of the field of environmental law over a 40-year period, emphasising the significant role of universities, particularly in terms of expanding the range of environmental law subjects, the publication of specialised journals and the formation and role of the Association of Environmental Law Lecturers of African Universities.
Anél du Plessis canvasses an important theme of the Rio Conference, analysing developments in relation to Local Agenda 21s. She argues that the use of a rights-based approach by municipalities to local environmental governance may contribute to a more enforceable and hence more effective Local Agenda 21 regime. She concludes that the domestic implementation of international environmental soft law deserves greater attention, and that encouraging local government compliance with these norms will contribute to more sustainable human environments at the local level.

The Brazilian experience with the innovative ‘socioambientalismo’ concept and its significance for sustainability law is the subject of analysis in the chapter by Fernando de Salles Cavedon and Ricardo Stanziola Vieira. They urge the use of this concept as a paradigm for constructing and consolidating a body of domestic and international environmental law capable of promoting harmonisation between socio-economic issues, environmental protection and ethnic and cultural diversity.

A sociologically oriented chapter by Miriam Alfie Cohen and Adrián de Garay Sánchez promotes the concept of the ‘risk society’, in which they identify the precautionary principle as the spearhead of political change at the local and global level. They argue that the idea of the risk society, taken together with the precautionary principle, should form the new basis for environmental law. They conclude that with the environmental risks that the world now faces, ‘the implementation of this new environmental management paradigm cannot be delayed’.

Nicola Lugaresi’s study of environmental economics in the context of public procurement decisions considers practice in this field in the European Union. He argues that ‘[W]hile economic analysis cannot be neglected, public powers should have the capacity to resist regulation and management derived exclusively from prevailing economic considerations’. His conclusion proposes that Principle 16 of the Rio Declaration, on the internalisation of environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, should be interpreted broadly, or rewritten, to take into account also the ‘externalization of environmental advantages, in order to address environmental, economic, ethical and equity expectations’.

Part Two of the volume is devoted to philosophical and practical aspects of environmental rights, access to justice and liability issues in the context of sustainability. Werner Scholtz examines the development of the New International Economic Order first put forward in the 1970s, and argues for a ‘southern’ perspective on the concept of intergenerational equity. He calls for a ‘continuous commitment of all states, rich and poor, to pursue a New International Sustainable Development Order which addresses the needs of the poor without depleting the means of future peoples’.
Karen Morrow focuses on issues of public participation in environmental decision-making within the courts in the United Kingdom, in the light of developments in this field in Europe. One of her main conclusions is that the third pillar of the Aarhus Convention, access to justice, is effectively rationed in the United Kingdom because of the costs of legal representation and the potential liability for unsuccessful defendants, which can lead to profound cynicism of the value of public participation.

Robert Kibugi takes a broader approach in exploring the conceptual nature of access to justice and how it is achieved through judicial institutions and in particular the Kenyan National Environment Tribunal, canvassing the expansion of locus standi through judicial and legislative action, and the use of the suo moto jurisdiction.

José Juan González examines recent trends in environmental liability in a number of Latin American jurisdictions and suggests an alternative approach, involving imposition of liability without proof of damage. He identifies a variety of barriers to this new paradigm, and concludes that more legislative development is required to ensure adequate restoration of the environment.

The chapter by Arlindo Daibert looks at another aspect of liability, concerning environmental torts, with Brazilian developments as his main focus. He explores the ideas of diffuse societal environmental rights and material and moral diffuse damages, arguing that these concepts require ‘extending standing to sue in order to facilitate stronger societal control of actions interfering with the environment and the maintenance of sustainability’.

Part Three focuses on particular aspects of natural resources law and sustainability. Joseph Dellapenna and Flavia Loures examine treaty-making processes and reform in the context of the final shape, scope and text of the Draft Articles on the Law of Transboundary Aquifers and Aquifer Systems, in the light of the provisions of Agenda 21 and the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development. Their analysis reveals some serious faults with the Draft Articles, for which they recommend some specific practical remedies.

The rights of farmers and plant breeders are the subject of the chapter by Mekete Tekle, specifically looking at the agricultural sector in Ethiopia in the light of sustainability issues. He concludes that Ethiopia can claim to have ‘a national law that balances and protects the respective rights of the communities, farmers and breeders in line with most of the international treaties and soft laws of both international and regional nature’, the like of which is yet to be seen in other countries.

Part Four contains several chapters concerning energy, climate change and sustainability. David Hodas critically assesses the contribution of international law on sustainable energy in the context of the work of the
Commission on Sustainable Development, arguing that ‘we must make the law sustainable-energy friendly; build the right policies in law, and sustainable energy investments will follow’. His postscript notes that ‘[T]ragically, as UNFCCC meetings avoid concrete discussion about how to shift to a more sustainable, low carbon world economy, international talks increasingly become disconnected from real-world policy, science and law’.

Willemien du Plessis examines the challenges of regulating cross-border gas pipelines in the context of the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21 and the 2002 Johannesburg Plan of Implementation. She questions whether in this context, the goals of the Rio Declaration, the Energy Charter, and other relevant instruments can be effectively achieved.

Javier de Cendra de Larragán incisively examines the legal foundations of climate policy in the European Union, concluding that the concept of burden sharing of liability within the Union has increased its degree of consistency with the relevant legal principles of the Union’s climate change regime, and has thus contributed to its legal robustness.

Emmanuel Kasimbazi usefully surveys initiatives to combat climate change from the perspective of the developing world, using Uganda as a case study. He looks in particular at the barriers to implementing, inter alia, Clean Development Mechanism obligations under the Kyoto Protocol, concluding that Uganda’s efforts under Kyoto are constrained by a number of factors, most of which are outside the legal framework.

Part Five concludes the volume, focusing on the fundamental area of nature conservation and sustainability. Alexander Paterson analyses the innovations introduced in recent years in South Africa concerning the role of contract in implementing elements of the Convention on Biological Diversity through comprehensive legislative mechanisms. He observes that ‘Laws are living instruments subject to constant change’ and concludes that ‘a little tinkering with the formulation of the current contractual mechanisms should see them achieving the lofty ideal of co-opting the public as the future stewards of biodiversity regulation in South Africa’.

The nature of legal protection afforded to mangrove swamps and their contribution to Brazilian sustainability is the subject of detailed scrutiny by Marcelo Nogueira Camargos and Solange Teles da Silva. They set out the vital role that mangroves play in the Brazilian coastal environment and use this as a springboard for a discussion of the legal issues, as well as the importance of the Brazilian Constitution with respect to mangrove protection. They observe that land use planning and environmental zoning are important instruments for conserving mangroves, but conclude that for these provisions to be effective, the participation of all stakeholders, including traditional populations, must be ensured.
In the last chapter, José Augusto Fontoura Costa, Solange Teles da Silva and Fernanda Sola critically discuss the contribution of the Amazonian Cooperation Treaty to the harmonisation of environmental law on a regional basis. They provide an overview of Amazonian geography, highlighting the relationship between socio-diversity and biodiversity in the region. They canvass the need for a more international treatment of environmental problems in the Amazon using international regime theory. They conclude that since the present regional regime does not include dispute resolution or delegation rules, domestic law is still the main driver of environmental regulation, and that consequently the diffusion or educational role of the Treaty and its function as a political forum are its most important attributes.

In addition to the essays included in this volume, numerous papers from the 2007 colloquium have been published elsewhere, and for that reason do not appear here. As editors, we thank those authors for their contribution to the colloquium and congratulate them for their success in making the results of their scholarship more widely available through legal periodicals, books, and on-line journals.

Insofar as the Academy’s Annual Colloquium provides an opportunity for the organisation’s various committees to conduct business, this introduction allows us to mention several other significant achievements. An extensive discussion of a draft curriculum on Enforcement and Compliance of Multinational Environmental Agreements was held during the colloquium. This session, effectively a multilateral seminar on the challenges and opportunities of teaching international environmental law, was conducted in connection with a project carried out by the Academy in close collaboration with the United Nations Environment Programme. Special acknowledgement should be given to Carl Bruch of the Environmental Law Institute in Washington who served as lead consultant, and to principal authors Jorge Caillaux of Peru and Loretta Feris from South Africa. The resulting materials are available through UNEP and the IUCN Academy for instructional use around the world.

In addition, during the colloquium, the Academy’s Research Committee confirmed the direction of another recently completed programme of legal research on climate change and developing countries. The chief result of that work is Climate Law and Developing Countries: Legal and Policy Challenges for the World Economy, published by Edward Elgar in 2009 under the editorship of Ben Richardson, Yves Le Bouthillier, Heather McLeod-Kilmurray and Stepan Wood.